LNG: a disaster?

No regulations protect us from a liquefied gas explosion worse than the one that killed over 280 people in Bodega Bay, San Francisco, on July 11.

The tank truck that veered off a highway and exploded in a sponge that contained 900,000 cubic feet of liquefied propylene gas, was carrying 86,000 gallons of LNO in a trailer that was 80 feet long, 12 feet wide, and 12 feet high. It contained 900,000 cubic feet of LNO.

A two-splay of 90,000 cubic feet of LNG at Chico Lake Naval Weapons Station has also夏日 flamed up; 500 feet when ignited. A ball tank carries 18,000 cubic feet of LNG.

Point Conception was the site of four LNG tanks in 1977, all of which were installed by the Public Utilities Commission by July 1.

The West Coast's first terminal for liquefied natural gas (LNG) will be built at Point Conception, about 10 miles south of San Luis Obispo, if approved by the California Public Utilities Commission by July 1.

No regulations limit shipping LNG by tank trucks on federal highways. We should worry about the possible consequences of an accident in an urban area.

In an urban area, facilities are vulnerable toOnline and natural disasters. Celtics need to build a LNG terminal in a small earthquake fault.

Currently, LNG tankers are not built in a way that could be damaged by a highway accident. The report recommends that trucking companies take steps to prevent accidents.

Energy companies complained it would take 5 to 10 years to complete an offshore terminal, while the Point Conception terminal could begin processing LNG in 1980. But both of these estimates are open to public scrutiny.

The recent shootings of tank trucks carrying liquefied natural gas have added urgency to the need for a LNG terminal. A full truck carries 1,000 cubic meters of LN.

The Pacific Ocean is the preferred by Pacific Gas and Electric Co. and Southern California Gas Co. after a certain number of petitions are filed that any LNG installations in built on a specific site. But neither the U.S. Energy Commission nor the state commission has approved LNG terminals to be built offshore.

A Coastal Commission report July 15 recommended sites in the Santa Barbara Channel, Point Conception, and Point Loma. "Ventura Plaza," is virtually free from environmental and political controversy.

There is no provision in federal regulations that states any LNG tankers be decommissioned when they are no longer needed or hazardous. If a LNG tanker is decommissioned, it can be broken down and either resold or scrapped.

The report recommends that any LNG tanker be decommissioned when it is no longer needed or hazardous. If a LNG tanker is decommissioned, it can be broken down and either resold or scrapped.

The East Coast should prohibit the packaging of trucks carrying liquefied natural gas in urban areas. The Energy Commission estimates that 40 LNG tankers could be damaged in a highway accident.

Energy companies should be encouraged to replace tank trucks with pipelines. The PUC should encourage the replacement of tank trucks and rail cars with pipelines.

The PUC should require that the Point Conception site be used for a LNG terminal, and not in favor of an offshore site.

Melson Hilton is a journalist major.

ErA—Equal Respect for All

"EQUALITY OF RIGHTS UNDER THE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES shall not be denied or abridged by any state of this union on account of..."

The Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) was proposed by Congress in 1972 and ratified by the states in 1978. The ERA is designed to give women equal rights in all areas of life.
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Dorms alive

By Jill Mendelevich

In contrast to the anti-dorm phenomenon of the early 1970s, dorm rooms are now in great demand at Cal Poly, according to the director of student housing.

Robert Bostrum said at the beginning of the decade, students across the nation wanted total freedom from supervision. In exchange for the regulations of dorm living, many opted for apartments and houses, and in some cases, their interior living arrangements.

The housing shortage in San Luis Obispo is one thing that has brought students back to the dorms, Bostrum said.

"Residence halls are much more popular because of concerns about academic pursuits. Cal Poly highly values the convenience of the library and food service, and students are close to their classes." Dorms are also a nice place to live because of liberalization of rules, Bostrum said.

A few years ago, old dorms were controversial, now they are in demand. Televisions were prohibited in students' rooms for a long time, and refrigerators were not allowed until last year.

The pendulum began swinging back in favor of dorm living two years ago when the demand was so great 700 students were rejected. At the time, students already living in dorms had priority.

Now students who have lived on campus spring quarter have priority for the next year.

Some have harsher cases, including financial, physical and emotional disabilities. After that priority goes to previous year's freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors.

The dorms will be filled so early again next fall. 3000 students are signed up for room. New students who applied early have been accommodated, but some juniors and seniors have been rejected because of space limitations.

High marks set admission levels

By John Keller

Staff Writer

This fall brings the second year of Cal Poly's new admission standards.

Available spaces are now filled by students with the highest grade point averages or test scores from the Scholastic Aptitude Test or the American College Testing Program examinations.

Cal Poly previously held a lottery system. Now students randomly select the minimum admission standards.

The only change on the campus which affected students was the School of Architecture and Environmental Design, began operating with selective pressure, but this was before the rest of the campus.

The admissions office received about 10,000 applicants to fill 200 openings in the architecture program.

A spokesperson from the School of Architecture said Cal Poly became impacted because of the limited number of spaces available.

All nonfreshman applicants are placed into either a lower or upper division transfer category. Upper division transfers have a lower or upper division transfer category. Upper division transfer students have less than fifty six semester or forty quarter units. Previous college G.P.A.s serve as the criteria for judging Cal Poly transfer applicants.

Cal Poly became impacted because of the number of students who are not admitted to the School of Architecture and Environmental Design.

A spokesperson from the School of Architecture said Cal Poly has opened the surplus spaces to other campuses in the system if the available spaces are filled. Since architecture is offered at two locations, the university continued admission standards for architectural and environmental design students.

SUMMERTIME'S GREAT...

when you're equipped for it. Come to Hurley's for nearly anything you might need. Whether it be sunglasses, lotions or our popular 24 hour film processing. Be sure to drop by and stock up for the weekend.

HURLEY's pharmacy

506 Foothill University Square 843-5960

Doshi arraigned

The former All vice president who is being blamed for the death of a baby in an alleged midwife delivery in Los Osos was arraigned Monday, July 8, in Superior Court.

Marianne Doshi, 31, was charged with murder and practicing medicine without a license. She declined to enter a plea.

All men in the courtroom were filled, and people stood against the back wall to listen as Judge Richard G. Kirkpatrick read the charges and set dates for future proceedings.

Pretrial motions will be heard Oct. 25. A pretrial hearing is scheduled for Nov. 1, and the trial is set for Dec.

When the arraignment ended, Doshi said she was shocked that the whole thing was happening and expressed sympathy for the dead baby's parents, Robert and Christine Gannasce.

Criminal proceedings are being carried out despite the wishes. Both oppose charges that Doshi's actions led to their daughter's death.

Previous attempts have been made to promote unlicensed midwives in California, but this case marks the first time a murder charge has been brought.

JOHNNY NELSON OFFICE EQUIPMENT

4837

SUMMERTIME'S GREAT...

FOOTHAIl University Square 843-5960

Tennis anyone?

Tanz's famous alligator active sports wear shirt, 65% poly and 35% cotton, white, powder, navy, yellow and brown. Size 8-16. 9.12.

RILEY'S UNIVERSITY SQUARE
Poly may lose a million from state budget

By Paula Chambers  
Summer Staff Writer

Cutbacks in the 1977-78 California state budget may result in a loss of over $1 million in funds to Cal Poly, according to James Landreth, director of business affairs at Cal Poly.

The changes in the budget, made by Gov. Brown and the state legislature before it was adopted and signed into law on July 6, are expected to affect every Cal Poly school and department in some way. "We are losing about $173,000 in the area of operating expenses and equipment," he said, "and I expect that we will have to cut back on personal services by about $800,000."

Landreth said the funds will be accounted for by continuing to freeze staff positions, as they have done through turnover and retirement, decreasing operating expenses, and reducing expenditures for new and replacement equipment.

The funds haven't actually been cut from the budget. This money that we are expected to save, "he said, "is like having a bank balance of $200,000, but then having a statement that allows you to only spend $600.

The total state savings in the area of operating expenses and equipment, together with personal services, comes to $906,4 million according to Landreth.

The California State Universities and Colleges system is expected to save about $18 million on personal services. "The amount that each school is expected to save was determined by the size and expenses of the school," said Landreth.

We went over the CNUC budget and identified items that had inflation costs built into them," he continued. "Then we did away with the inflation factor to arrive at a saving of about $1,0 million savings figure.

Landreth said the areas affected are not cutbacks from the 1977-78 budget, rather, they are the same areas we are not going to receive any more funds in a lot of areas, and since a lot of areas are inflationary, it will result in reductions," he said.

"Of the $12 million that must be saved in personal services, we are expected to save a firm $200,000, so far," he said. "But the money was divided into two parts, so we still have to decide among the CNUC reason, how to save $6 million."

The $6 million that includes the formal savings of $410,000 in Cal Poly will be saved through an increase in salary savings, Landreth reported.

Each year we leave about four percent of our personal funds through staff turnover, and two percent through faculty turnover," Landreth said.

However, the jobs that are vacant in the following year will be left vacant, with the exception of positions that are essential to a school or department, according to Landreth.

The positions that are currently open will be filled temporarily by those who have retired or left the university, he said. "That will hopefully result in a savings of about 10 percent, bringing staff salaries to 10 percent.

Landreth said the faculty increase in salary savings is expected to total about $5 million. As for the remaining $5 million, Landreth said it would be travelling to Los Angeles on July 18 to meet with representatives from other 19 universities in the CNUC region to discuss possible areas of cutback:"

There are three broad areas that Landreth feels will be affected by the cuts, and he said not to panic about the budget.

"The first is an overall savings on the individual campus budget," he said. "This is going to affect every department in the house, and he said not to panic about the budget.

"These funds, which amount to about $5 million, are still sitting on the Chancellor's desk waiting to be allocated," he said. "There is a possibility that some of these funds will be allocated to the areas of the university that will come through the money." 

"Included in the fund is $351,000 dollars in bureaucratically Reorganized Academic Programs," Landreth continued. "This is a 1977-78 general funds, according to Landreth.

The third possibility is a cutback in personnel, landreth said. "And one of the things that are not going to happen, the Chancellor is not travelling to any of these cutbacks, but rather, they are being cut from the house budget."

"Unfortunately," he said, "these cutbacks are going to affect every department in the house. It may be little piece, but the cutbacks will be there."

SUMMER FASHION SALE

Thursday, July 27th 9:30 a.m.

ME 'n' YOU has the summer styles you'll love at savings of up to 75% storewide.

Expose yourself to soft romantic skirts, cool cotton dresses, draw string and wrap pants, classy camisoles, vests, gauze tops, skirts, bathing suits and big tops.

Jump into jeans in ice cream colors and refreshing new styles for guys and gals from Chezlin De Fer, L.A.P.D., Rag City Blues and many other famous name brands.

Dance in for summer savings on the latest disco pants and skirts, too, along with Tee and gauze shirts for guys.

ME "n' YOU

173 Hipora
(805) 961-4220

Downtown
San Luis Obispo

hours: Monday thru Saturday, 9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Thursday till 9 P.M.
Sunday Noon to 4 P.M.

BIRKENSTOCK

Feet in the sand make footprints. Feet in Birkenstock footwear do the very same thing.

The Birkenstock footbed is heat and pressure sensitive, to mold to your foot and become your footsize.

No variation in Birkenstock is a foot like walking barefoot in the sand, with use very convenient difference.

You can walk in Birkenstock all your life.

Let your feet make a better world for themselves.

GORDON JUDY'S

BIRKENSTOCK FOOTWEAR

Mon - Sat 10 to 6; Sun 11 to 4; Thu to 9

870 Hipora - In The Creamery
Phone 561-3230
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Japanese students visit S.L.O.

"Let's just be friends" is a phrase that can easily be understood in two languages: Japanese and English.

Every year, for the last seven years, about 300 Japanese students have flown in from all over Japan to study in San Luis Obispo for one month. Educational Development International (EDI), the program which has sponsored the event every year, is a special program focused on Japanese students who have no place to stay during the summer. They have a place to live at Tropicana Motel, and they have the opportunity to come to America every year.

"They are not here just to learn English," said Bynes, "but to become our friends." Don Foy, coordinator of EDI, said the students involve a variety of activities, including horseback riding, water skiing, surfing, and shopping in San Luis Obispo.

A number of merchants offer special gifts to all the students and display welcome signs written in Japanese in their windows.

"The most important and most memorable event for these kids," said Foy, "are the home visits with families in San Luis Obispo. For the past seven years, we have encouraged everyone in San Luis Obispo to take a few hours and show and house an American home during their visit in America. This is the most time to America for most of these kids," said Foy. "They are thrilled to meet Americans and get an insight into the people in America," said Foy.
Cheap Trick overpowers audience

Review by

There was enough power coming from Cal Poly’s Chumash Auditorium Sunday night to make a nuclear plant pale by comparison. Not only did Cheap Trick provide enough sheer energy to blast the entire county, but they managed to convert Chumash into what looked like a massive government experiment to see how much sonic energy the human ear could withstand.

Opening act Nick Gilder and his band started the sonic assault with several hard rock numbers in the Concert of Love album. Emasculated lead singer Gilder used his falsetto voice to good effect. Frontman Robin Zander, however, only managed to get the crowd mildly involved. The audience was undoubtedly waiting for the real power brokers, Cheap Trick.

On a stage overflowing with huge speakers and amplifiers, Cheap Trick opened with “Rock ‘n Roll Is Dead.” Though there was an initial burst of light and sound, the audience faced the front of the stage where the sound was, in fact, not all that loud. Probably more suited to a garage party or even a machine, but that didn’t prevent the four performers on stage from playing to the backs of the audience. The sound was, in fact, not all that loud.

Rod Nielsen, the lead guitarist, dressed in black leathers, a black and white striped shirt, and red shoes, converted the audience like some hypno-guitarist. Robin Zander was definitely the caretaker of music in this age of Johnnys Cash. He even had a music label and a music video on the front of the stage where he showed the audience a piece of guitar and sang nonsense words at the microphone.

At one point he stopped on three strings and without his lend his left hand while his right hand played the guitar as if it were his own body. He even had a music label that said “Cheap Trick” and sang nonsense words at the microphone. The only complaint would seem to be the overwhelming clashing of sound by the bands of each other. The audience, however, didn’t seem to care. Instead, they were dazzled by the sound of the guitars.

The audience was captivated by Zander’s lead guitar playing which was so intense that the audience was addicted to it. With each note, the audience became more and more hooked on his playing. The audience was clearly enjoying the music and their faces showed it.

The audience was captivated by Zander’s lead guitar playing which was so intense that the audience was addicted to it. With each note, the audience became more and more hooked on his playing. The audience was clearly enjoying the music and their faces showed it.

Guitar picks seemed to be the favorites of the audience, but its performances were given through a process of sound and music which was perfectly in harmony with the audience. It seemed to be singing as much for the sound as for the people.

The audience was captivated by Zander’s lead guitar playing which was so intense that the audience was addicted to it. With each note, the audience became more and more hooked on his playing. The audience was clearly enjoying the music and their faces showed it.

One of the most impressive aspects of the show was the way in which the audience was captivated by Zander’s lead guitar playing which was so intense that the audience was addicted to it. With each note, the audience became more and more hooked on his playing. The audience was clearly enjoying the music and their faces showed it.
NEWSSCOPE

Free calendars

Summer ASI presents calendar of events in cooperation with the California State Polytechnic University. The Fall 1978 Calendar is available for pickup in the Student Center or at the ASI Office.

Hotline help

Guidelines for Hotline help at the ASI Office. Information about events, programs, and services is available by calling the Hotline at 690-2525.

Free films

Free films of interest to all will be shown every Thursday at 7 p.m. in the ASI Theater. All films are open to everyone, regardless of age or ASI membership.

N.O.W. meets

The National Organization for Women (N.O.W.) will hold its monthly meeting on the third Tuesday of each month at 7 p.m. in the Student Center. All women are welcome to attend.

E.O.C. counsels

E.O.C. Family Planning offers counseling and services in all areas of reproductive health. ASI members are eligible for special services.

Heart disease

The Red Lake Atlantic is the largest cause of death in the United States. ASI offers counseling and support groups for those affected by heart disease.

Camping info

Information on all areas of camping is available at the ASI Office. Check out the latest equipment and supplies, as well as tips and tricks for a great camping experience.

Obon festival

A traditional Japanese festival will be held on September 2nd in the Student Center. Join in on the fun and discover the rich culture of Japan.

Workshop planned

A new workshop for ASI members will be held on September 3rd in the Student Center. Join us to learn new skills and meet other ASI members.

Center places

The center is the place to be for all. Check out the latest events and programs, and stay connected with the heart of the University.

Dean appointed

An internationally recognized scholar has been appointed as the new Dean of the College. The appointment is effective immediately.

ASL openings

Many positions in the American Sign Language (ASL) field are available. Join the ASL community and make a difference.

Jour. seminar

The Journal of the American Sign Language (JASL) is now accepting submissions for the Fall issue. Submit your article now.

Dalcy club wins

The Dalcy Club has won the latest competition. Congratulations to the Dalcy Club and their dedicated members.

SPECIAL OFFER

11" x 14" COLOR ENLARGEMENT

ONLY $3.99

OFFER EXPIRES JULY 31, 1978

LIMITED TIME ONLY

The Gold Concept

1199 31st Street, San Diego, CA 92102

000 HIBRRA

000 HIBRRA

546-9790

classifieds

Help Wanted

Assistance needed in the Student Center. Apply now for a chance to work at the center.

Services

Need a ride? Need a room? Check out the classifieds for assistance.

Amusements

Looking for a fun night out? Check out the classifieds for events and activities.

Lost and Found

Lost your keys? Lost your wallet? Check the classifieds for your lost items.
Meet the Warehouse Sound salesmen. They're a bunch of guys who not only understand sound — they think it. And each one believes everyone should be well informed about various components before buying a music system. That's why we have the most relaxed showroom in town. People come in just to ask questions. And we let our systems give the answers. Sure, we have the lowest prices around. But there's a difference between our store and all the others... You'll come away knowing a lot more about stereo gear than when you came in. Take a minute and check out some of our sound-sense savings!

BIC 940 $85
Includes Walnut base and cover. (We had trouble getting Bic to pose for this photo since he still gets kissed about appearing in PLAYBOY funding a BIC turntable)

There are two reasons I recommend the BIC 940: It does what people want it to do: belt drive, auto start and stop, you can even stack records if you want. The second is when I sell one, it stays sold. They almost never screw up. And the $85 sale price makes it an outrageous value. Oh — that's three reasons.

ELECTRO-VOICE ETR-16C

It's easy to recommend the ETR-16C. All you gotta do is listen to the speaker... That's why it's our best seller between $50 and $100. High efficiency too: any decent amp or receiver will do a good job with 'em.

$75ea.
Reg. $129.95ea.

Sharp RT3388 $285
Once you've owned the Sharp RT-3388, it's hard to go to any other cassette deck. Nothing else combines its great specs with computer control and convenience. And playing with the built-in quartz timer and search/memory mechanism is almost addictive.

Sansui AU-717 $446
I've been listening to our demo Sansui AU-717 in the showroom for several months now. And every time I turn it on, it impresses me with its clean, well defined sound and logical, well laid out controls. It's smooth as silk and built like a tank. My kind of amp.

Marantz 6150 $120
Reg. $169.95
The Marantz 6150 has exactly what I want in a turntable: no noise, no speed errors, no feedback problems and no frills. It's a simple, clean, manual turntable with lighted strobe, hinged dust cover, FM capability and a price tag about 50 bucks too low.

AND HERE'S A BUNCH OF GOODIES WE ALL RECOMMEND — THIS WEEK AT SPECIALLY REDUCED PRICES

BIC 1000 $199
Belt drive turntable/changer. BIC's best. Twin motors, deluxe Walnut base & cover.

BIC Formula I $52ea.
Two-way with 8 inch woofer and biconical horn high frequency unit.

Electro-Voice Interface I $211 pr.
Compact, equalized two-way speaker system. Compare with speakers twice as large and expensive.

Akai 4000DB $309
Three head open reel deck with Dolby. Extra low noise.

Superscope CD301 $79
Reliable top load cassette with locking pause and limiter. Perfect for making car cassettes.

Toshiba SR 355 $115
Direct drive turntable with strobe and speed change control. Sophisticated 5" shaped tone arm. Hinged dust cover.